
 
 
Android Netrunner Free Monthly League 
 
Cost is Free 
You earn 5 store points towards credit every day you play. 
At the end of the month prizes are awarded as follows: 
1st place gets 400 store points 
2nd place gets 300 store points 
3rd place gets 200 store points 
4th place gets 100 store points 
 
Arrange matches as you can with the following limitations; you cannot play in more than 7 matches in 
1 week and you cannot play against the same opponent more than twice in a row in the same week. 
Players play full matches, meaning one game as Corp, one as Runner against the same opponent. The 
results of each match and Corp and Runner identities, are record on a Match slip.  
 
Standard FFG Tournament scoring is used (10 Match Points for a win, loser gets Match Points equal to 
Agenda Points scored/stolen, most Match Points after two games wins the match; 2 Prestige Points 
awarded for winning a game, 2 additional Prestige Points for winning the Match; split Match gives 
each player 3 Prestige 
 
Players are allowed to switch decks between matches. 
 
Standings are done in order of Average Prestige Points per Game, ties broken by TOTAL Match Points 
(which naturally biases toward players with more matches) and then by total number of matches. If 
there is still a tie, the players are ranked equally and the next player is ranked two spots below. 
 
Player Achievements (once earned, a reward must be "cleared" by "cashing in" for a 1% discount 
(cumulative) on Android: Netrunner products before you can earn the same reward again); cumulative 
for a 1% discount per reward. 
 
CORP ACHIEVEMENTS 
 
Working For Everyone (Playing as Haas Bioroid ) 
 
Dreaming of a Better World (Playing as Jinteki ) 
 
Making Headlines (Playing as NBN ) 



 
Building The Future (Playing as Weyland Corp ) 
 
Cold and Efficient (Winning as Haas Bioroid ) 
 
More Human Than Human (Winning as Jinteki ) 
 
Exclusive! (Winning as NBN ) 
 
In The Black (Winning as Weyland Corp ) 
 
Status Quo (Victory against an Anarch ) 
 
Justice (Victory against a Criminal ) 
 
Innovation (Victory against a Shaper ) 
 
Bugzapper (Flatlining a Runner with Net Damage ) 
 
Assassin (Flatlining a Runner with Meat Damage ) 
 
Business As Usual (Corp victory through agenda points ) 
 
Fort Knox (Protecting a server with 3+ pieces of Ice ) 
 
 
RUNNER ACHIEVEMENTS 
 
Shock and Awe (Playing as Anarch ) 
 
Just To Watch It Burn (Winning as Anarch ) 
 
Because We Can (Playing as Shaper ) 
 
Cutting Edge (Winning as Shaper ) 
 
Let's Be Bad Guys (Playing as Criminal ) 
 
I Fought the Law (Winning as Criminal ) 
 
Whose Brain Is It, Anyway? (Winning against Haas Bioroid ) 
 
What Man Was Not Meant to Know (Winning against Jinteki ) 
 
Where the Bodies Are Buried (Winning against Weyland Consortium ) 
 
Edited Footage (Winning against NBN ) 
 



All Your Idea are Belong to Us (Runner victory through decking ) 
 
No More Secrets (Runner victory through agenda points ) 
 
Piece of Cake (Runner victory against corp with zero agenda points ) 
 
Trench Run (Making a successful run on a server with 3+ pieces of Ice ) 
 
Cha-Ching! (Spending 15+ Credits on a single run) 
 
 


